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Abstract

This paper develops an entire communication support system
for speech handicaps using lip reading. Our system is a high
level system and consists of a face detector using Viola-jones
method, lip detector based on active appearance model, utter-
ance section detector, determined phrase recognizer using DP
matching, camera controller, and message output. We imple-
mented our system in the commercial laptop, and demonstrated
it in the various situations of the sitting position, supine posi-
tion, and holding position. We confirmed our system was able
to be used in various situations.
Index Terms: communication support system, lip reading,
fixed phrase recognition, real-time system.

1. Introduction
There are numerous people with speech handicaps. Our aim is
to develop a communication support system for such people. In
this paper, we develop a speaker dependent lip reading system
of previously determined phrase.

Several researchers have proposed real-time recognition
system by using not the lip motion but the still mouth shape.
[1, 2]. Lyons et al. proposed a character input system that in-
tegrated the key operation and mouth shapes of five vowels [1].
Their system is based on a semiautomatic recognition method,
which recognizes the mouth shape when the user input one of
the key of the mobile phone keypad. Saitoh et al. proposed a
character input system [2], based on automatic oral shape recog-
nition. Unlike Lyons’ method, in this method, a user can input
the characters using an oral shape and a simple head motion.

In our previous research, we developed the speaker depen-
dent transducer which recognize the lip motion of the word ut-
terance and output the recognized word as the voice message
[3]. In [3], two points of applying the active appearance model
for extracting the target region and DP matching for recogni-
tion is the same as in this paper. The major differences with this
paper are to use the lower half face image, and only recognize
the isolated word. As a result, there was a problem of giving
the restriction that did not move the face when the system was
used, and it was difficult to use it in an actual conversation.

Several real-time recognition systems using not only the vi-
sual information but also the audio and visual information are
proposed. Connell et al. present a prototype for the automatic
recognition of audio-visual speech, developed to augment the
IBM ViaVoiceTM speech recognition system [4]. Ishi et al. de-
velop a real-time audio-visual voice activity detection [5]. Shen
et al. propose and develop a real-time audio-visual automatic
continuous speech recognition system [6]. Shin et al. construct
an audio-visual ASR system that combines the lip reading sys-
tem with an audio-only ASR system to improve the word clas-
sification performance in noisy environments [7].

This paper develops an entire communications support sys-
tem with the practicality using lip reading technology. Two pro-
cesses of the lip extraction process and recognition process is
the same as previous research [8]. We implement our lip read-
ing method in a real-time system. Here, it is necessary to avoid
the communicating of a wrong message in the conversation.
Therefore, our system uses the users’ feedback to communicate
the speech partner the user’s intention accurately. We carry out
various situations with the developed system to demonstrate its
usefulness.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the recognition algorithm which is implemented our
system. Section3 explains the communication support system.
Section4presents the experimental results, while Section5con-
cludes this paper.

2. Recognition algorithm
2.1. AAM based lip extraction

The lip extraction process is the same as previous research [8].
This section provides an overview of the algorithm. The key
method is the active appearance model (AAM). This is a well-
known extraction method proposed by Cootes et al. [10]. This
method has been demonstrated to be an excellent method for
aligning a pre-defined linear shape model that also has linear
appearance variation, to a previously unseen image containing
that object. AAM typically fit their shape and appearance com-
ponents through a gradient descent fit.

To begin with, the Viola-Jones face detector [9] is applied,
and the location of a rough face is extracted from the input im-
age. A yellow rectangle of Fig. 1 is an extracted face. Next, we
apply face AAM and detect the facial parts of eyes, eyebrows,
and nose. The green lines with red dots of Fig. 1 is the detected
result. The face model consists of 16 points on the right-and-
left eye contour, 10 points of the right-and-left eyebrow, and 11
points on the nose contour, total is 37 points. After detected
several face parts, we apply lip AAM and detect the lip regions.
The cyan lines with blue dots of Fig. 1 is the detected result.
The lip model consists of 16 points on the external lip contour,
12 points on the internal contour, and 10 points on double nos-
trils, total is 38 points.

2.2. Recognition

The combined parameter (called c-parameter) obtained with
AAM is used for the feature. This parameter contains both
shape parameter and texture parameter of the target region.

A number of recognition methods are proposed. In this pa-
per, we apply a dynamic programming (DP) matching that is
one of the well-known methods. Here, we define two parame-
ters ofNW andNS . NW is the number of words (classes) to be
recognized, andNS is the number of samples of each word. In
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Figure 1: Extraction result.

other words, we haveNW ×NS samples as the registered data.
The unknown utterance sample to be recognized is input, and
the distance ofNW × NS is computed. Then, the average dis-
tance of each class is calculated, and the class with the smallest
distance is defined as the recognition result. This reduces the
number of false recognition.

Here, it is the same as the isolated word recognition in this
research, though the recognition target is determined phrase as
the algorithm. To emphasize the development of the commu-
nications support system, this paper is described not word but
phrase.

3. Communication support system
3.1. Overview

We propose a high level communication support system which
consists of a face detector using Viola-jones method, lip detec-
tor based on active appearance model, utterance section detec-
tor, determined phrase recognizer using DP matching, camera
controller, and message output. Three processes of the face de-
tector, lip detector, and phrase recognizer are described in the
previous section. In this section, we explain remainder pro-
cesses of our system.

Our system is consisted of two modes of register mode and
recognition mode. The former mode is used when the user reg-
isters the utterance sample in advance, and the latter mode is
used when the user communicates with speech partner. The
user of our system assumes not only physically unimpaired but
also the speech/auditory impediment person and the bedridden
person who is a patient lying in a bed. In this research, we de-
velop the communication support system that reduces the user
operation as much as possible. Figure 2 shows the operational
procedure that change to two modes after starting the devel-
opment system. In this figure, circled letters mean the control
buttons described later in3.6and Fig. 7.

In the extraction mode, all the frame images are applied the
lip extraction described in2.1. Details of the register mode and
the recognition mode are described later in3.4 and3.5 respec-
tively. Details of the camera control are explained in3.3. The
threshold adjustment button is described in the utterance section
detection of the next section.

3.2. Detection of utterance section

In a research not focused on real-time processing, the researcher
captures the video of an utterance with a camera in advance;
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Figure 2: Process flow.
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Figure 3: utterance section.

thus, the utterance section is already detected. However, in real-
time processing, we have to detect the utterance section auto-
matically. Here, we propose a detection method.

Our system focuses on phrase recognition, and detects the
closed-lip shape that can be observed before and after an utter-
ance; however, this shape also appears when the user utters a
syllabic nasal or a bilabial. To distinguish these shapes, we set
the threshold timetc. That is, if a time of the closed mouth
shape is longer thantc, the system assumes that he closed his
lip before and after the utterance.h(t) denotes the height of
extracted lip region at timet. If the conditionh(t) ≤ Th is
satisfied, the system considers it a closed mouth shape, other-
wise, the system considers it an opened mouth shape.Th is
the threshold value to distinguish the opening and closing the
mouth as shown in Fig. 3.Th is automatically calculated by
using the lip height of 20 frames (about one second) in the past.

The utterance section is automatically detected. It cannot
be distinguished between the mouth movement by the utterance
and the mouth movement by non-utterance, such as yawn.

3.3. Camera control

The user does not necessarily use our system in the place where
the photography environment of the light and background is
well-organized. Because the Viola-Jones face detector is ap-
plied, the face can be detected robustly even by various back-
grounds. However, the extraction accuracy is influenced easily
from the change of the light environment.

It is preferable to be able to acquire the facial image of con-
stant brightness to obtain a steady recognition accuracy. Our
system controls exposure value which is one of the camera pa-
rameters. In the initial mode where the region extraction is not
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Figure 4: Exposure adjustment.

applied, the rectangle region of80 × 80 at the center of the im-
age is set, otherwise, the extracted rectangle region is set, and
the average intensitȳI in the region is calculated. The exposure
is increased when̄I < Ĩ + ∆I, and the exposure is decreased
whenĪ > Ĩ−∆I. Ĩ is the target intensity and∆I is the margin.

The graph of Fig. 4 shows the transition of the intensity
Ī when the exposure adjustment is applied from a dark envi-
ronment (a) or a bright environment (b). The horizontal axis
shows the frame number. It is understood that the intensity has
changed as approaching within the target range ofĨ ± ∆I. By
observing the images of Fig. 4, it is confirmed that the intensity
changes and the image is appropriate for processing.

3.4. Register mode

Figure 5 shows the process flow of the register mode. In this
mode, as for the utterance section, the phrase that registers is
automatically detected by uttering. The dialog is displayed after
the utterance section is detected, and the user inputs registered
information, such as the correct phrase. The user only has to
push the cancellation button when he will not register it. The
user repeats the above-mentioned processing until the necessary
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Figure 5: Process flow of register mode.
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Figure 6: Process flow of recognition mode.

samples are registered.

3.5. Recognition mode

Figure 6 shows the process flow of the recognition mode. When
the phrase that the user wants to recognize is uttered, the utter-
ance section is automatically detected as well as the register
mode. The recognition result is displayed on the screen imme-
diately. However, the voice is not output to the phrase of the
recognition result at this time. This is to prevent a wrong out-
put by the false recognition. Our system makes the user judge
whether the recognition result is correct or not. The user makes
the specific mouth shape withintr[s], and keeps its shape more
thantk[s] when the recognition result is correct. Then, the sys-
tem judges that the recognition result is correct, and outputs the
voice message. The case of false recognition, the user should
not do anything more thantr[s]. The system judges that the
recognition result was wrong, and clears the recognition result.

The specific mouth shape should be shape that the system
can surely be distinguished. For instance, there are shape to
open the mouth and shape to show teeth. In the experiment
described in4, the opened mouth shape is used. Moreover, it is
possible to use not the specific mouth shape but other actions,
such as, the blinking, the face direction, and the button1.

3.6. Prototype system

This paper developed the prototype of communication support
system which recognized the inputted phrase by user utterance
and output a voice message. Figure 7 shows the main windows
of the developed prototype system. In Fig. 7,1⃝ is the cam-
era image overlaid with extracted result,2⃝ is the transition of

1The Wii Remotes by Nintendo is used in the demonstration video.
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Figure 7: Main window of prototype system.

Table 1: Experimental parameters
parameter tc[s] tr[s] tk[s] Ĩ ∆I
value 0.4 3.0 0.4 120 20

the lip height, 3⃝ is the state of opening and closing lip,4⃝
is the phrase list,5⃝ is a recognition result of the display af-
ter recognition process is executed,6⃝ is a voice message of
the display after sounded a message,7⃝ is a control panel with
eight buttons. The buttonA⃝ is the quit button,B⃝ is the extrac-
tion mode button,C⃝ is the recognition mode button,D⃝ is the
register mode button,E⃝ is the camera control button,F⃝ is the
threshold calculation button,G⃝ and H⃝ are buttons that take a
still picture and movie, respectively.

In our system, we use a USB camera (Point Grey Research,
Chameleon [11]) and a lens (FUJIFILM, YF4A-2 [12]). The
image size acquired from the camera is640 × 480 pixel. How-
ever, the camera image reduces to160 × 120 pixel to achieve
the real-time processing. The average a frame extraction pro-
cessing time is 15.4 fps with a laptop (CPU: Intel Core2 i5-
520M, 2.40GHz and 2GB RAM). For the voice output, we use
the AquesTalk2 [13] made by Aquest Corp.

4. Experiment
4.1. Experimental conditions

We determined 50 Japanese phrases used by the telephone con-
versation as shown in Table 2. Table 1 shows each parameter
used to experiment. These values were set empirically and these
parameters are common to all speakers.

Three physically unimpaired persons (A, B, and C) were
cooperated in this experiment. The speaker A is an author. The
speaker registered ten samples a phrase before conducting the
recognition experiment for each experimental condition which
described the following subsections. It was taken about eight
minutes to register 50 phrases one sample.

The average number of frames of data for all speakers was
37.8 frames. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the frame num-
ber for all speakers. A shortest phrase wasw27 (/shi-ri-ma-se-
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Figure 8: Distribution of frame number.

Figure 9: Experimental scene (sitting posture).

n/), and the longest phrase wasw18 (/ku-ri-ka-e-shi-o-ne-ga-i-
shi-ma-su/). The speaker with the shortest frame number was C,
and his frame number was 32.5. The speaker with the longest
frame number was A, and his frame number was 41.2.

4.2. Sitting position

Many of researches on traditional lip reading took the utterance
scene in the clean environment with few changes in the light
and the background. We carried out in the clean environment
similar to other researchers. Figure 9 shows the experimental
scene. The speaker was seated on the chair. The camera was
fixed on the tripod, and put on the position of 60cm from the
speaker. An external display in Fig. 9 was prepared for taking
the experimental scene with the video camera.

Three persons (A∼C) were participated in this experiment.
The speaker uttered each phrase five times, and we computed
the average recognition rate. The average recognition rates
R[%], the recognition timetr[s], and the timetv[s] that the
voice output ends after displaying the recognition result of each
speaker are shown in Table 3. Figure 10 shows the recognition
rate of each phrase.

The average recognition rate of 81% was obtained though
there are variations in the recognition rate by the speakers.
Among 50 phrases, 24 phrases of most half were obtained more
than 90%. Three phrases ofw01, w05, andw37 were obtained
less than 50%. It was confirmed that the result was displayed at
once for 0.161s the recognition timetr after the utterance sec-
tion had been detected. There is a phrase that requires more than
two seconds in the voice output in 50 phrases. Therefore,tv was
2.15s on the average. This is a time from finishing the utterance
of the user to the end of transmission in the speech partner. It
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Table 2: Target phrases.
label phrase meaning
w01 /a-ta-ta-ka-i-de-su/ it is warm.
w02 /a-tsu-i-de-su/ it is hot.
w03 /a-me-de-su/ it is rain.
w04 /a-ri-ga-to-u/ thank you.
w05 /i-i-de-su/ it is good.
w06 /i-i-te-n-ki-de-su/ it is fine.
w07 /i-ssyo-ni-do-u-de-su-ka/ let’s go together.
w08 /o-ge-n-ki-de-su-ka/ how are you?
w09 /o-ha-yo-u-go-za-i-ma-su/ good morning.
w10 /o-hi-sa-shi-bu-ri-de-su/ it’s been a long time.
w11 /o-ma-chi-ku-da-sa-i/ please wait.
w12 /o-me-de-to-u/ congratulations.
w13 /o-ya-su-mi-na-sa-i/ good night.
w14 /ka-ze-de-su/ I have a cold.
w15 /ka-ma-i-ma-se-n/ that’s OK.
w16 /ki-bu-n-ga-wa-ru-i/ I don’t feel well.
w17 /ki-wo-tsu-ke-te/ take care of yourself.
w18 /ku-ri-ka-e-shi-o-ne-ga-i-shi-ma-su/ please repeat.
w19 /ge-n-ki-de-su/ I’m fine.
w20 /ko-e-ga-yo-ku-ki-ko-e-ma-se-n/ I can’t hear you.
w21 /go-me-n-na-sa-i/ I’m sorry.
w22 /ko-n-ni-chi-wa/ good afternoon.
w23 /ko-n-ba-n-wa/ good evening.
w24 /sa-mu-i-de-su/ it is cold.
w25 /sa-yo-u-na-ra/ good-bye.
w26 /shi-tsu-re-i-shi-ma-su/ excuse me.
w27 /shi-ri-ma-se-n/ I don’t know.
w28 /su-zu-shi-i-de-su/ it is cool.
w29 /su-mi-ma-se-n/ I’m sorry.
w30 /da-i-jo-u-bu-de-su/ that’s okay.
w31 /ta-su-ke-te-ku-da-sa-i/ please help.
w32 /de-ki-ma-se-n/ I can’t.
w33 /do-u-i-ta-shi-ma-shi-te-/ you are welcome.
w34 /do-u-shi-ma-shi-ta-ka/ what’s the matter?
w35 /do-ko-de-su-ka/ where?
w36 /i-tsu-de-su-ka/ when is it?
w37 /ne-tsu-ga-a-ri-ma-su/ I have a fever.
w38 /ma-a-ma-a-de-su/ so-so.
w39 /ma-ta-a-i-ma-syo-u/ see you later.
w40 /ma-ta-ko-n-do/ maybe next time.
w41 /ma-ta-de-n-wa-shi-ma-su/ I’ll call again.
w41 /ma-chi-ga-i-de-n-wa-de-su/ it is a wrong number.
w43 /mo-u-i-chi-do-i-tte-ku-da-sa-i/ please say again.
w44 /mo-u-shi-wa-ke-a-ri-ma-se-n/ I’m sorry.
w45 /mo-shi-mo-shi/ hello.
w46 /mo-chi-ro-n-de-su/ of course.
w47 /yu-kku-ri-ha-na-shi-te-ku-da-sa-i/ please speak slowly.
w48 /yo-ro-shi-ku-o-ne-ga-i-shi-ma-su/ thank you.
w49 /wa-ka-ri-ma-shi-ta/ all right.
w50 /wa-ka-ri-ma-se-n/ I don’t know.

is guessed that dissatisfaction is not given to communications
if it is about two seconds. As the result, the real-time process-
ing was achieved because the extraction processing speed was
15fps and recognition time was less than 1s

4.3. Supine position

The user of our system assumes not only physically unimpaired
but also the bedridden person. In this experiment, the speaker
experimented in the supine position on the bed. This experiment
is assumed that the patient lying in a bed uses the system. The
speaker put his head on the pillow. The camera was fixed on the
camera arm, and set on the position of 60cm from the speaker’s
face. We have prepared a display visible to the user. Figure
11 shows the experimental scene. In this experiment, the sub-
ject was only speaker A. The speaker uttered each phrase five
times. As the result, we obtained the average recognition rate
of 78.7%, the recognition time of 0.094s, and the voice output

Table 3: Experimental results of sitting position.
speaker

A B C ave
R[%] 80.4 90.8 73.6 81.6
tr[s] 0.122 0.197 0.165 0.161
tv[s] 2.06 2.13 2.26 2.15
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Figure 10: Recognition results.

time of 2.02s. Almost the same recognition rate as the sitting
position was obtained. This result indicated our system is also
available in the supine position.

4.4. Holding a camera position

It is possible to build the proposed system into the smartphone
and PDA. In this case, the user will have a camera by the hand.
In the previous two experiments, the user did not hold a camera,
and the camera position was fixed. The movement of the hand
influences the image with the holding a camera position. Figure
12 shows the experimental scene of the holding a camera posi-
tion. In this experiment, the lens was changed to YF2.8A-2 [12]
made by FUJIFILM). As a result, the distance of the camera and
the speaker became about 30cm. As with the previous experi-
ment, the subject was only speaker A. The speaker uttered each
phrase five times. As the result, we obtained the average recog-
nition rate of 71.5%. The recognition rate was lower than the
previous results. It is guessed that it was not possible to take the
facial image of the same posture by the movement of the cam-
era because the user had the camera by the hand. Not only the
recognition accuracy but also a lot of face extraction failures by
AAM were caused. Applicability in the smartphone and PDA

Figure 11: Experimental scene (supine position).
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Figure 12: Experimental scene (holding a camera position).

was able to be found though the problem remained.

5. Conclusion
This paper developed an entire communication support system
using lip reading. With three speakers, we demonstrated in var-
ious situations of the sitting position, supine position, and hold-
ing position for 50 phrases. We obtained adequate recognition
accuracy, the sufficient recognition time of 0.2s, and the time
between finishing the utterance of the user and end of transmis-
sion in the speech partner of 2.1s. These results show that our
system is a high level and with practicality.

In our experiment, we used physically unimpaired subjects;
however, the actual user is assumed to be a person with a speech
handicap. Therefore, we will test the system with actual users.
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